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A Corporate Ethic of ‘Care’ in Health Care
Mark A. Hall1
Health care is a uniquely personal and value-laden service that people
often receive in a condition of great anxiety and vulnerability. Therefore,
we hope that the corporations that deliver this service care for us personally,
rather than see us only as a means to make money. Many people will
initially react that a “caring corporation” is an oxymoron, so let me begin by
defining what I think that this might mean. I take the term “care” to mean a
feeling or attitude rather than an action. Thus, care does not simply mean
the mechanistic aspects of delivering medical services as in the phrase,
“health care delivery system.” Instead, it means delivering health care with
a caring attitude—as in the contrast between “caring and curing.”2 In short,
the question is whether health care corporations can be expected to have a
genuine concern for the well-being of their customers and communities,
rather than treating health care purely as a business transaction.
Care matters because in every corporate environment, various
mechanisms of legal oversight exist to protect against opportunistic
behavior and to promote social objectives. Legal controls, however, invite
corporations to follow only the letter and not the spirit of the law and to
follow the letter of the law only so far as it is likely to be enforced. Rather
than trying to police all possible forms and instances of circumvention, it
would be more efficient to foster a corporate culture or climate that
motivates behavior consistent with public policy.3 This analytical point is
one of the major insights of the social norms branch of legal scholarship.4
People refrain from littering and help out their neighbors in need not
because the law requires it, but in response to social norms. The same can
be true for corporations.5 A culture of caring about the right set of goals
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and outcomes can be a more powerful and systemic influence on corporate
behavior and attitudes than any overtly regulatory regime.
In medicine there are strong reasons to value an ethic of caring. The
vulnerability of patients and the suffering caused by illness create
imperative moral conditions that compel an ethic of compassion.6
Traditionally, this morality has been fostered through the professional ethics
that apply to individual physicians and nurses. Now that health care
delivery has become “corporatized,” we must also look to institutions for
ethical attributes of caring. We might have good reasons to be deeply
skeptical of whether this is feasible for reasons captured in the historical
prohibition of the “corporate practice of medicine.”7 In prior eras, it was
thought that the ethical and compassionate practice of medicine was
inherently incompatible with the profit orientation and bureaucratic
rationality of corporations, which, in the words of one court, “tend to
debase” the ethics of the profession.8 Despite these concerns, however, we
have come to accept the necessity, or at least the inevitability, of the
corporate dominance of health care delivery.9 Therefore, we desperately
hope that the basic rationale for the corporate practice prohibition is wrong
and hope that health care corporations can foster an ethic of caring.
Any discussion of corporate character confronts the problem that I call
the anthropomorphic fallacy—namely, falsely assuming that corporations
have a human identity and personality traits. To be caring requires
empathy, intentionality, and other traits that are uniquely sapient.10 It would
make no sense, for example, to say that my pencil cares about what it
writes. Similarly, to have an “ethic” of care assumes a moral status that is
uniquely human. We might say that an animal is caring, like the way that a
mother dog cares for her puppies, but it would be a misuse of the term to
assert that a dog has an “ethic” of care. Therefore, if objects never care, and
only humans have an ethic of care, does it make any sense to ask whether a
corporation can have an ethic of care? After all, corporations, as abstract
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legal constructs, have lower ontological status than either objects or
animals.
This problem may be a fascinating conundrum for philosophers,11 but as
a practical problem it poses no great difficulties for this discussion.12 There
is a simple solution to the riddle of corporate personality, which is known to
every lawyer: corporations are bundles of agency and contractual
relationships among real individuals. Thus, when we refer to corporate
personality traits, we are speaking about the collective traits of the
individuals who act on behalf of the corporation. This, however, is no more
a philosophical or practical puzzle than to speak about the ethics of a
profession. Strictly speaking, perhaps it is correct that only individuals can
be ethical or not ethical, but the collective attitudes and behaviors of a
group of lawyers or doctors can sensibly be attributed to the construct of a
profession, and likewise, for the individuals that make up corporations.

I. THE RELEVANCE OF PROFIT STATUS
Moving beyond the philosophical and definitional obstacles, we next
explore what it may take for a health care corporation to be caring. First, it
is necessary to consider the relevancy of nonprofit status. The major
advantage of the nonprofit form is that corporate objectives tend to be
defined in terms of having a substantive mission instead of simply making
as much money as possible.13 Having a substantive mission does not make
profits irrelevant, but profits become a means to an end rather than an end in
itself; this notion is captured in the phrase “not-FOR-profit.” The title,
“nonprofit,” however, is often a misnomer because nonprofit hospitals and
health plans often generate very large surpluses. But, they are still notFOR-profit in the sense that this is not the reason for their existence.
For-profit companies also have mission statements that seek to guide
their corporate culture, but at least for publicly traded companies, we have
to assume that the substantive mission is secondary to the goal of an
increasing return on an equity investment. If another mission would
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generate greater profits, nothing in principle should give a for-profit
company pause about changing its substantive focus. Nonprofit companies,
however, tend to stick to their mission and treat it more seriously as their
main purpose for existence.
This does not necessarily mean that nonprofit corporations care more, or
that for-profit corporations less. Successful profit-maximizing firms often
find that it is in their interest to care deeply about their customers. Federal
Express, for instance, genuinely cares about whether its packages arrive on
time as depicted by Tom Hanks in the movie Castaway. Developing that
corporate culture has been a huge commercial success, and I am certain that
the same is true for many for-profit hospitals, nursing homes, and health
insurers.
Simply because an organization is nonprofit does not guarantee that it
will be a caring institution; instead, care depends entirely on what the
mission is and how it is executed. If the mission is to sell as much health
insurance as possible, the institution may care only enough to accomplish
that goal. In fact, caring less in some ways may better advance an
organization’s goals in other ways. For instance, health insurers sell more
insurance by adopting strict underwriting rules and perhaps by imposing
more onerous utilization review. These are steps that many people would
view as uncaring, but these steps have been taken by nonprofit health
insurers in order to better pursue their missions.14 This is precisely why
health insurers are called health plans or managed care organizations, rather
than health caring organizations. They are imbued with a rational,
calculating character that is focused on hard performance measures and
production processes. In short, they are all about curing in an objective
sense and not necessarily about caring in a subjective, emotive sense.

II. INTERNAL CODES OF ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS
We should go beyond profit status and look for other means to promote a
caring culture within health care corporations. One good strategy might be
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to encourage health care institutions to adopt internal codes of ethics that
foster a corporate ethos and guide their employees’ behavior. This
approach to corporate responsibility is being pursued both under the federal
sentencing guidelines for criminal conduct and under SEC rules pursuant to
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.15 These laws encourage corporations to adopt
ethics codes, and it is expected that this will soon become nearly universal
among publicly traded companies. Codes of ethics are already common in
the health care sector.16 They have existed in hospitals for decades, and
managed care codes of ethics have been adopted by health insurers over the
past decade in response to public concerns about their trustworthiness.
Similar to ethics codes are corporate-compliance programs, which have
proliferated in health care institutions over the past decade in response to
heightened scrutiny by regulators and prosecutors.17
Ethics codes and compliance programs are good starting points, but these
alone are not likely to produce the heartfelt commitment that we are hoping
for. Ethics codes and compliance programs are too easily displayed as
window dressings that are honored only through lip service without any
sincere efforts to inculcate their principles in the thinking and behavior of
management and employees.18 In the reasoned view of one skeptic, ethical
codes are not necessary for those who are truly motivated to behave
ethically, and for those who are not well motivated, codes are ineffective.19
After all, even Enron had a Code of Business Ethics and a set of widelyannounced corporate values that included “respect” and “integrity.”20

III. MEASURING AND REPORTING CARE
Although ethics codes can do some good, they are like the structural
measures of quality historically used for health care licensure and
accreditation, which provide only limited assurance of meaningful
performance.21 Therefore, taking a clue from the field of health care quality
measurement, I propose that the best way to foster a caring culture is by
objectively measuring and reporting the ultimate outcome in which we are
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interested. If caring could be measured in some fashion, then corporations
could be rated and compared based upon their cultures of caring.
Measuring care would provide managers with a metric upon which they
could focus. This would make it more feasible for managers to care about
caring and to ultimately do something about it. My proposal goes beyond
others,22 however, by using measures of caring as more than a tool for
strictly internal management. Thus, I propose making caring a visible basis
for comparison among competing organizations.
Because health care institutions are so acutely conscious of their
reputations, comparing corporations based on their cultures for caring has
the potential to work wonders.23 This acute sensitivity to corporate
reputations creates a unique opportunity to use market mechanisms to
promote socially desired goals. Although this strategy works reasonably
well for reputations regarding the quality of care,24 the market forces
bearing on reputations for caring are imperfect. Hospitals, for instance,
compete primarily for physicians, not directly for patients. Moreover, there
are reasons to suppose that physicians are imperfect agents for a patient’s
desire to have compassionate nurses. Generally speaking, physicians care
more about efficiency and technical competency than about the emotive
aspects of a patient’s experience. Therefore, hospitals that promote
themselves based on the caring quality of their nursing staff will receive
only limited rewards for their efforts. Instead, competitive pressures
bearing on hospitals may tend to promote less, rather than more, caring by
the nursing staff.
This lack of market incentive to foster a reputation for caring is similar to
other kinds of market defects that health economists have noted restrict
information about the quality of products or services.25 The solution for
health care is the same as the solution for consumer products—to encourage
or to require better production and dissemination of information about the
characteristic of interest. In the health care sector, there are numerous
points of leverage for amplifying or steering market forces in more socially
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desired directions. For example, mechanisms of accreditation, standards for
tax exemption, conditions for participation in Medicare, and direct
regulation of hospitals and health insurers would all amplify and steer the
market in a more socially conscious direction.
One example of how these mechanisms have been used to address the
general corporate ethos relates to the amorphous concept of “community
benefit” under charitable tax exemption laws. In the 1980s, the tax exempt
status of nonprofit hospitals came under attack because of the low level of
true charity care that they were delivering beyond merely absorbing the bad
debts and contractual discounts that all hospitals incur.26 To fortify the
argument that hospitals deserve an exemption for community benefits other
than charity care, several leaders in the voluntary hospital sector formulated
an inventory of community benefits that served as a template for what
nonprofit hospitals should be doing in areas such as public education,
community representation on the board of trustees, and maintaining a full
range of services.27 This helped to focus the attention of nonprofit
managers on advancing these dimensions of community orientation.
Doing something similar for the amorphous concept of caring might
create a strong incentive for managers to foster a culture of caring. After
all, no health care institution wants to be known as uncaring or as less
caring than its competitors. We see this strategy already working with the
widespread use of satisfaction measures; it is now commonplace to receive
satisfaction surveys from all sorts of providers both within and outside of
health care. Purchasers, managers, and regulators have all found that
measuring and reporting satisfaction is a strong motivator to improve
service quality.
The same can be true for constructs as subjective and interpersonal as
caring. Questions about caring are already often part of satisfaction
surveys.28 They are also a part of a validated research tool to measure the
ethical climate of corporations.29 A research team at Wake Forest
University has developed several scales that rate trust in physicians and
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health insurers.30 Trust is an ethical and interpersonal construct that is
closely akin to caring, and several of the items in these trust scales refer
specifically to caring.31 These measures have been tested, validated, and
have been shown to have a strong psychometric reliability; they are now
being widely used by institutions and physician groups to evaluate and to
improve relationships with patients.
The next step would be to further develop and standardize the
components of the measures that refer to caring. Among other tasks, this
would require agreeing on what the principal objects of caring should be for
different types of health care organizations.
For instance, these
organizations might be expected to care not only about their customers but
also about their communities. For each of these points of reference, it is
necessary to make a decision about what these organizations should be
expected to care about. These will be difficult issues to resolve, but if a
general consensus can be reached, then the technical task of reducing these
goals to a practical survey measure can be readily accomplished. Moreover,
health care organizations could be encouraged or required by various means
to report their caring scores.
One major objection to the survey approach is that there are many
attributes that we expect from health care corporations in addition to caring,
such as competency, customer service, and community benefits. In order to
focus reputational pressures and institutional resources, corporations are
required or are asked to report on the various measures of competency,
customer service, and community benefits. However, we can’t expect
corporations to give every dimension heightened attention. Each new
request for measurement and reporting competes with the other
measurements, and at some point, the efficiency starts to erode. Therefore,
we may need to decide whether we really care enough about caring to
measure it. A potential solution to this dilemma is that caring is easily
included as one component of other important measures that are already
being taken.
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Another potential objection to the idea of measuring care is that surveys
will encourage cynical manipulation of people’s responses by adopting an
insincere appearance of caring.32 I am reminded, for instance, about how
businesses sometimes manipulate customer satisfaction surveys by
subliminally or overtly priming their customers to give their highest
ratings.33 Certainly, this kind of manipulation is offensive, but these
business managers also make similar efforts to drill the mantra of customer
satisfaction into the minds and work habits of their employees. Sincere or
not, employees of well-managed companies are cheerful, helpful, and
attentive. Customers feel cared for and, in fact, are well cared for. Just as
professors might attempt to improve their teaching by receiving student
evaluations, does it really matter that much whether improved customer
satisfaction happens through strategic manipulation rather than from the
true goodness of a corporation’s heart?
The same cynicism might also be applied to a physician’s bedside
manner. There is vast literature on which styles of communication, which
forms of body language, and other elements of patient-physician interaction
best put a patient at ease by respecting his or her humanity, increasing his or
her trust, and improving his or her satisfaction ratings.34 But, we do not
think that it is wrong or manipulative to teach physicians with poor innate
communication skills how to improve their bedside manner. Instead, we
believe that practicing behaviors that display care and empathy will in fact
genuinely foster those attitudes. Thus, what begins as a strategic routine
becomes a habit and grows into a genuine ethic. In this way, genuine caring
can result from bureaucratic rationality and strategic planning.
In summary, if we care about caring, we should measure caring. Doing
this would give corporate managers the information upon which they need
to focus, but more importantly, reporting caring scores to customers and to
the public would greatly motivate health care corporations to adopt and
promote a genuine ethic of caring.
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